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ABSTRACT 
Recently two new ways of obtaining. improved Lagrangean bounds 
have been suggested : .. Variable splitting I Lagrangean 
decomposition and bound improving sequences. . 
The aim of this work is to obtain a Lagrangean approach 
combinning the two ideas men~ioned:abo~e. 
We provide some theoretical results about the sharpness of 
,,/' 
.\ 	 the bo~nds ob£ained by the combinned approach ~ We show that th~y 
dominate the bounds'. o\btained by any of the two individual 
techniques. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently two new ways of obtaining improved ~agrangean bounds 
have been suggested : Lagrangean decompasLtion ,Jornsten Nasberg 
& Smeds (1985) and Guignard & Kim (1987)' , and bound improving 
se~uences, Barcia (1987) • 
In this work we follow the path layed down in Barcia & 
Jornsten (1986) to obtain a Lagrangean approach combinning the two 
ideas mentioned above. 
In section 2 we will briefly ~ketch the tf'ound improving 
. \ 
sequence techniqu~ which consists in build~ng a sequence of 
Lagran'gean duals that 'prbgressively reduces the duality gap and , 
if some conditions are met, converges .in a finite number of steps 
to the optimal value of the original problem • 
Sectio~ 3 will be devoted to the discussion of the main 
results concerning Lagrangean decomposition / Variable splitting 
which consists, in duplicating the problem variables thus enabling 
the use of more than one-structure within a Lagragean approach. In 
section.4 we shall, following the ideas layed down in Barcia & 
Jornsten (1986) ,study the combination of the two approaches 
mentioned above and provide some theoretical results about the 
bounds th~s obtained for the combinned app~oach. 
Finaly in section 5 we shall draw some conclusions •• 
·4 
2. BOUND IMPROVIt'JO SEQUENCES 
In thi~ sectian we briefly sketch the basics of the bound 
improving sequence technique. We shall state only- the main results 
and the reader is referred to Barcia(19~5) , Barcia(1987) and 
Barcia & Holm(1988) for formal proofs and more details on the 
subject. 
Now cansider- the fallowing integer linear programming problem: 
(P) 	 z = min cx 
Ax ~ b 
/ 
/ 
. \ X E ~ 
where c is an integer n-vector,' b an .integer m-vectQr and A a 
matr-ix of integers of apropriate dimension For simplicity we 
shall assume that ~ c Zn is bounded and that problem (P) has 
always a finite solution. 
Suppose naw that a lowE.~r bound for z~say ,is known. 
Defining the set ~k={ x E;: ~ : cx ~ lk } problem (P) can naw be 
restated in the following equivalent way: 
(Pk) z = min cx 

Ax: S b 

x e ~k 
Now take U E R m as a vector of non-negative multipliers and 
+­
consider a Lagragean dual of (Pk) defined as follows: 
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(LDJ..:: ) l = max -min cx + u(Ax-b) Jc=O,1, ••• 
k+1. 
uelR'Tn X E ~Jc 
+ 
Note first that the usual Lagrangean bound can be obtained 
from'" (LDk) as l=l by taking l =-00 FQr simplicity we shall 
1.. o 
assume that l was selected this way and we mention by l the usual 
o 
Lagrangean bound whenever we need to refer it. 
. ~ote a 1so t hat, i f )J{ = {0, 1 } n , the inner mind.mization 
problem on the right hand side of the equality is a single 0-1 
knapsack problem which, although in K~ , is one of the easiest 
non-polinomial problems, see Dudzins~y & Waluki~wicz(1987). Since 
/ 
.\ the outer maximization problem can be solved u~ing ~ subgradient 
algorithm, see Demiano~ & Vasilev(1985), (LDk) can be computed 
with a moderate effort. 
Note also that if )J{ is somewhat more complicated, say {O,.1}n 
with semi-assignement constraints, one would get multiple-choice 
knapsack problems which are as easy as single 0-1 knapsack 
problems, see pudzinsky & Walukiewicz (1987). So ,some structure 
may be kept in the )J{ set without deteriorating the computational 
efficiency of the method. 
One can easily prove the following: 
• 
Proof:. See Barcia (1985). 
'. 
Some necessa~y conditions for equality to hold in theorem 2.1 
·6 
are easily derived For instan~e , one has : 
Theorem 2.2 : If lk+1=lk then u=O is an optimal vector of 
multipl~ers in (LDk). 
·Proof: See Barcia (1985). • 
Of course the interesting question is to be able to 

characterize the situations such that the abbve inequality is 

strict. The answer for this is addressed in the following: 

.' 
Theorem 2.3 .. Consider the level sets of .; the objective 
.,/ 
function, (L(y) { x E~ .. cx y }. / if and.\ = = Then /lk
+1 > lk I 
only if Conv [l( lk) \() { x E fRn : Ax ~ b } = 0 
. Proof: S.e Barcia (1987). • 
Note now that if the objective function cx is such that its I
t 
level sets are. singletons tt1e first value on the sequence {lk} for 
which theorem 2.2 does not hold will be z In this case (LDk) 
provides a device to bridge the duality gap in a finite number of 
steps. 
·For a general objective function one must either supplement 
(LDk) wi th a.n enu.meration scheme to deal wi th the cases for,. which 
lL. = lk or just use the above method as a device for improving1\;.+1 . 
Lagrangean bounds • Note that the more "complicated" the ori9inal 
~ set is the more "likely" the level sets of ex are sigletons , so 
more complicated ~\ sets will , eventualy , provide better bounds 
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without enumeration. 
When equality occurs, one.fflust search the hyperplane cx =' ~ 
for a (P)-feasible point. If such a point is found it's optimal 
If no such a. point can be found we .can ta~~e l = l +1 and keep
x+i Ie 
using (LDk) to generate a non-decreasing' sequence of bounds 
converging to z. 
This procedure is interesting only .when enumeration is not 
pe.rformed very often because~ o'f its time consumlng nature. 
~arcia & Holm (1988) report a revised version of the basic 
t 
algorithm we just sketched enabling some savings in the number of 
times that the enumeration scheme mus~ be used. 
In this note we shall look at (LDk) just as"" a device for 
/' 
.\ 	 improving available bounds , so no enumeratlon step will be 
needed. 
Let us state now a final result in this se~tion which, 
although not ~omputationaly interesting ,will be very useful when 
trying to understand , from a primal standpoint , how (LDIc;) 
operat:es: 
Theorem 2.4:Computi~g (~Dk) is tantamount to convexifying the 
nonrelaxed constraints in problem (Pk),i.e.,we have: 
l = min exk+i 
Ax S b 
X E Conv ~k 
Proo£: See Barcia (1987). • 
3. LAGRANGEAN DECOMPOSITION 
In thia section we recall and. comment the main results on the 
Variable spli~ting / Lagrangean decomposition approach. Our aim is 
to lay the ground for section 4 where we will use these results to ~ 
sbow how a combined approach with bound- improving sequences can 
pr.ovide bounds dominating those obtained by any of the two 
individual techniques. 
Again , only the main ideas will be sketched All proofs 

will be ommited • The reader is referred to Jornsten Nasberg .& 

Smeds (1985) and 6uignard & Kim (1987] for full proofs and a more 

"" 
.\ detailed treatement of the subject. Some previo~s a~plications of 
the technique can be. found in Ribeiro & Minoux (1984) , Jornsten & 
Nasberg (1986) and Minoux (1987) ,-amqng others. 
. Let us consider a structured pure integer programming problem 
of the form 
z= min cx 
(SP) Ax ~ b 
Bx ~ d 
X E ~ 
in which the constraint matrix A is such that a problem containing 
only the ·constraints {Ax ~ b , X E ~ } is easier to solve than 
a general integer programming problem, i.e., there exists some 
special purpose method for the problem {min cx : Ax $ b , X E ~ } • 
We will also assume that the same is true for the problem in the 
9 
second structure { min cx : Bx ~ d , X E ~ } "However problem 
. (SP) in which both constraint sets are present is assumed to' be " 
much more difficult to solve. 
Problems involving such usable substructures are often solved 

using a Lagrangean relaxation approach in which one of the 

constraint sets is relaxed thus originat~ng subproblems in the 

other ,substructure as follows: 

l .. - max min cx + u ( Ax - b' )
A 
u ~ 0 Bx :!i d 
.' 
xe>R 
. . / I 
. \ Depend ing on t:.he prob1 em and on the constr:ain t sets one of I 
the bounds l or l , wher"\e l stands for the Lagrangean bound 
A B B 
obtained by relaxing' only the constra~nts Bx :!i d , may be stronger t 
than the other. t 
Recently a method that makes use of more than one structure 
has been suggested and named "variable splitting" by J6rnsten 
Nasberg & Smeds (1985) or lIt.agrangean decomposition ll by Guignard & 
Kim (1987). 
The idea behind the technique is to use a different ·c~py· of 
the original variables for each substructure and thus reformulate 
(SP) .into a problem having twice as many variables as in problem 
(SPR) below: 
10 
z = min( Ct cx + {1 cy ) 
Ax :5 b 
(SPR) 	 By :5 d I 
x. 
- Y 

x e~ , y e YI 

which 1S a valid reformulation for any YI ~ ~ and any 	a,{1 e ~ such 
that Ct + (1= 1 • 
If the constraints x = y are relaxed the s!-lbproblem 
obtained will be separable , i.e. , in order to solve the 
Lagrangean dual one has to solve two subproblems with known usable 
structures. 
Consider then free Lagrangean multipllers/ v E ~n for the 
equality constraint~ ~ =;y • The ~agrangean dual of (SPR) will be: 
'LDR) d= max min [ (QlC-:V)x + «(k+v)y ] 
v E [Rn Ax ~ b By :5 d 	 i 
I 
x E ~ 	 e YIY 	 "! j 
Note that we have now a x-subproblem and a y-subproblem 
taking full advantage of the two substructures exibited by the 
problem. Note also that , as we must only have YI ~ ~ , one may 
"forget" the integrality constraints in one of the subproblems. 
So the new bound d is easy to compute • Of course 	 the
• 
issue is to know how does it relates to the usual Lagrangean 
bounds land .lB • The following result can beA 	 proved: . 
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Theorem 3.1: d :::: max {t l}:::: l • 
A' B· 
1 
Proof: See Jornsten Nasberg & Smeds (1985). • .t 
So we know that the Lagrangean decompositio~ bound dominates 
the usual Lagran'gean bounds • I 
I 
Of course the interesting question is to be able to tell in 
which situations the above inequality . degenerates into a 
equality. The answer for this is based on a prope~ty which is .an 
i 
analogue of Geoffrion's integrality property for the conventional 
Lagrangean technique: 
/' 
Defini tion 3.2: The set { x : Ax ::= b } is ,said to be if<-conve}: 
if Cony { x : A~ ::=\b , x e ~ } = { x : Ax S b , x e Cohv ~ } 
. Using the above ~-convexity property we can now state a 
sufficient condition for equality to hold in theorem 3.1. In ~act. 
I 
the following result holds: 'I 
i 
I 
Theorem 3. 3: I f the set { x : Ax S b } i s ~-conve>: and i f 
{ y : By ~ d , y e ~ } is compact then d = 1 • 
A 
,Proof: See Guignard & Kim (1987). • 
• 
Note first that a similar result holds for the case of the 
equality d = l • It car. be derived from theorem 3.3 simply by
B 
i~terchanging the roles of the two constraint sets. 
Note also that the compacticity hypothesis assumed above is 
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very "mild" since it will be always veryfied if we take Y1 = ~ as ~ 
I 
is assumed to be a bounded subset of Zn :T-his. means that for 
"practical" purposes , the ~-convexity property implies the 
equ.a 1 i ty d = l A • 
We shall now terminate this section by sta~ing a result , 
similar in nature to theorem 2.4 , gi.ving a nice primal 
interpretation of (LDR) that will be useful later on. 
Theorem 3.4: Computing (LDR) is tantamount to. minimizing .cx 
! 
qver the intersection of the convex hulls of the two 

substructures in (SP) , i.e., we have: 

d = { min cx :x E Conv{x e ~ : Ax ~ b} n Conv~x e Y1 :Bx $ d} } 

./ 
./ 
Proof: See Guig~~rd\& Kim (1987). • 
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4. THE COMBINNED APPROACH 
In this section we shall co~bine the ideas of Lagrangean 
decomposition with those of bound improving sequences in order to 
obtain a bound that dominates the one obtained by any of the two 
individual approaches. 
As in section 3 we shall consid~r the specialy structured 
pure integer programming problem (SP). 
Suppose now that a lower bound for z , the optimal value of 
(SP) , is available and call it d 
k 
• As in section 2 let us now 
consider the set ~k={ x e ~ : cx ~ d
k 
} • 
We can now state the following problem 
2 = mint 0( cx + (3 cy ) 
Ax S b 
(SPRk) By :S d 
x = Y 
x e eYl~k , Y 
which we know to be a valid reformulation of (SP) for any Yl ~ ~k 
and any O(,~ e ~ such that 0( + (3 = 1 • 
·In order to simplify some proofs we shall assume that the 
starting lower bound used was the Lagrangean decomposition ~ound , 
i.e. , d = d • We shall further assum~ that we took 0(=1 and ~O 
o 
and that Yl was chosen in such a way that the S9t { Y e Yl : By Sd } 
is a non-empty compact of ~ n • 
Now take a Lagrangean dual of (SPRk) by relaxing the equality 
14 

constraints x = y • One gets: 
(LDRk) d = max min [ (c-v)x + vy J
k+1 
~ 
V E £Rn Ax :5 b By :5 d 
X e y e Yl~k 
Note that (LDRk) defines, for k=O,~, ••• , a sequence of 

bounds in the spirit of sect~on 2 .Note also that d need not be 

k+1. 
more ~ifficult to compute than the usual Lagrangean deco~position 

bound .d, depending on the structure of the constraints Ax :5 band 

on the original ~ set: if tnese constraints are, for instance 0' 

semi-assignement constraints ( GUB constraints witH RHS 1 ) and

. ./ 
On 
. \ ~={O,1} then the x-subproblem is a 0-1 multiple-ch~ice knapsack 

problem which can be.solved with moderate effort. 

An obvious result is the followi~g: 

Theorem 4.1: d ~lk ~lk+1. +1 
Proof: Directly from theorem 3.1. • 
The question we address now is the following : how does d 
k +1. 
relates to the usual Lagrangean decomposition bound? The 

following result is easily proved: 

Proof: The first inequality is obtained directly from (LDRk) 
considering the multiplier v=O. The second inequality is the 
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special case for k=O. • 
50 now we know that (LDRk)- defines 'a bound improving sequence 
dominating the Lagrangean decompos~tion boun~. The interesting 
issue is , ofocourse f to be able to state a'condition for strict 
improvement • Before addressing this question we must state and 
prove a very simple preliminary lemma. 
Lemma 4.3: Consider Sand If as two subsets of Q) and ,-let S~lf 
denote their Cartesian product. Then we have : 
(u,u) e Cony S~lf if and only i1 u e Cony S n Cony If. 
Proof': 5uppos~ first that u e Cony S n COny If .As u e Cony S 
. \ 
we know that the~~ must exist numbers'~ ~ 0 and points S.E S 
\. \. 
'such that u = LO'.S. and LO'.=1 .' Of course a similar property
\. \. \. 
holds for points t ,e If and numbers T. .~ 0 because u is 
J J 
also in Conv IT. 

Consider now all pairs (s.,tJ e S~1( and define numbers v ~O 

\. J ij 
as v. ,=0', T ,. Note that L'U. ,=LO'. (LT ,)=1
\.J \. J I.J \. J 
Note finaly that we have the following:" 
L'U..(S.,t.) = ( LO'.S.(LT,) , LT.t.(LO',)' ) = (u,u)
\.J \. J \.\. J J J \. 
This means that (u,u) e Cony S@lf and the first part of the 
result follows. 
Now take (u,u) e Cony S~lf. We must then have points 
in S®lf and numbers ~k ~ 0 such that L~k=l and U=L~ s =L~ tk k k k 
which shows that U E Conv' S n Cony If and the proof is 
terminated. II 
We are now equiped to prove a result that ~haracterizes the 
cases for which we have d k+t > dk • 
. . 
Theorem 4.4 I We shall have the strict inequality dk +1 > 
if and only if the following condition holds: 
Conv{ x E ~ : cx = dk ' Ax ~ b } n Conv{ y ~ ~ : By ~ d } = 0 i 
~ 
i 
ProoC: Note first thatpr~blem (SPRk) can be stated in the 
following equivalent way: 
{ min ex : x = y , ex ~ d 
k 
and (x,y) EX} 
where X S; ~@~ denotes the set X={ xe>J{ !II yeYi : Ax S b ,By S d }. 
Let1s denote by X k the set Xk = { (x,y) EX: 
,,/ 
ex ~ dk }. 
Now , if we relax the equali ty constra.illt~! / x = y we will 
obtain dk+ t as fql·lows: 
(i) d
.Jc:+t = max min ex + v(y-x) 
V E [RT'I (X!ll y.) . e X k 
Note that (i) defines a bound improving sequence , as in 
section 2 , so theorem 2.3 applies and then we know that· we 
wi 11 have d > d 
k. k+1 if and on 1y. if the level set 0...( dk) is 
sue h that Conv IL ( d
k 
) n { (x, y) e [R2n : x = y} = 0 •So in 
the convex hull of the level set IL(d
x
) 
o...(dk ) = {(x,y)EX : cx=dk } = {x~ : cx=dx,AxSb} e {yeYi :BySd } 
.there can not exist any point with equal coordinates x = y • 
Then lemma 4.3 implies that we must have 
Conv{ x E ~ : ex = d 
x 
' Ax S b } ,n Conv{ y E ~ : By S d } = 0 
and the proof is terminated. • 
Compare now the contents'of theorems 3.4 and 4.4. We have the 
·17 
following, because of theorem'3.4 : 
.. ~ 
d = { min ex :x E Conv{ x E ~ : AR S b } n Conv{ ~ E ~ :Bx S d } } 
and 'call x• the optimal solu~ion of the above pr.oblem • If x•E ~ 
then it·s 'the optimal solution for ~he original-problem and d = z • 
Suppose now that x•~ ~ and let#s examine the possibility of 
not being able to improve the usual Lagrangean' ~ecomposition bound 
d by using the combinned approach. For simplicity we shall take 
Yl=~. 
If this is so theorem 4.4 implies the following : 
Conv{ x e ~ : cx = d , Ax S b '} n Conv{ x E ~ : Bx S d } ~ 0 
But this is only possible if there exist points x, E ~ 
1. 
such that Ax. S b , ex, = cx• = If., and x•e Conv{ x, }, This is a 
1. 1. 1. 
/ 
very uunlik.ely" situation because it would i~ply that cx = d 
suppo~ts a non-zerodimen~ional ( because x• ~ ~ ) face of the 
politope Conv{ x E ~ : Ax S b } n Conv{ x E ~ :Bx S Q } • 
. Excluding this case as "degener~te" we have the following 
result: 
Corolary 4.5: Suppose d < z and the following nondegeneracy 
assumption holds :for any y < z cx = y does not support any 
non-zerodimensional face of the politope 
Conv{ x E ~': Ax S b } n Conv{ x E ~ :Bx S d }. 

,Then we shall always have d > d • 

t 
• 
which tells us that , in almost every practical situation , the new 
combinned appro~ch will produce a strict improvement on the 
Lagrangean decomposition bound. 
We shall now terminate ,this section by giving a primal 
fa 

.interpret~tion of (LDRk). 
Theorem 4.6: Computing d is tantamount to solve ~ny of the ·.lk+1 

two following modified prim~ls: 

eL = min ex = . min ex
k+t. 
x = Y , (x,y) E Conv X x E Conv A\k n Conv ISk 
where X = { x E )J( , E YI .. ex 2!: , Ax ::; b , B'y ::; d } ,Y elkk 
A\k = { x E )J( .. ex 2!: elk , Ax ::; b } and 18 = { x e YI :Bx ::; d }. 
Proof~ The equality el ={ min ex: x ~ y , (x,y) E Conv X }k+t. k 
comes from using theorem 2.4 in formulation (SPRk) while the 
equality elk+t.={ min ex: x e Conv A\k n Conv 18/ ,. is obtained 
/
by using theorem 3.4 in the same formulat.ion. 
Note finaly that "th'e equality of the two primal formulations 
aboVe can also be obtained directly using lemma 4.3. • 
• 
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&CONCLUS~NS 
In this paper we have prese~ted how two "new" methods for 
pure integer programming can be'comqinn~d • It has been shown that 
the combinned method , consisting of Lagrangean decomposition and 
bound improving sequences ideas, has the ability to generate. 
. . 
better bounds. For specialy structured problems such as problems 
having semi-assignement constraints this combinned·method, has the 
potential of being very efficient. 
! 
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